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previous years where they were drawn out to three hours
and featured fifty-two songs, “Hear Now” was cut in half,
making it the shortest episode ever. Thus, the winner
would take home the pair of headphones in this year’s
contest. But instead of touching each other, the winners
would each take a pair of headphones, and the losing pair
of headphones would go back to the winner. As the song
started to play, Dave Azagury of the oldster band Opeth
and the fresh and young newcomer Kip Jang were the first

https://byltly.com/2sCvt4


to begin. The song was dark, almost with a sense of
impending doom, yet it was the height of beauty for
Azagury who felt the song’s emotions. A number of the
band’s songs were mentioned, including a couple that
were later featured in the same year’s “Hear Now” episode
including “Still Life” from Balance and Composure and
“Behind the Sun” from Magma. After Azagury, Kip Jang,
the young boy, was the first to finish with an impressive
rendition that filled the theater with euphoria. He
complimented Opeth’s “Still Life” and the band’s “Ghost
Reveries”, which was probably the most popular song in
the series. After all was said and done, it was basically a
race to see who would be the winner. Kip Jang got down
on his knees to go after the left headphone, but he didn’t
get it. The audience remained silent, but some might have
been cheering for Azagury who received the right
headphone
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